The interaction tasks (or communication process) model, an experimental model to enable instructional managers (in this case education students undergoing microteaching) to demonstrate competence in their interactions with students, is predicated upon four sequential component subsystems: (1) selection, (2) planning, (3) criterion task, and (4) remediation. If necessary, the criterion task subsystem may be replicated as a fifth component. Moreover, a sixth component, the counseling subsystems, may be entered at any time from within one of the other components. By means of this model, it is possible to analyze five interaction tasks—communicating new information or demonstrating a specific psychomotor skill, communicating a specific learning task in order to elicit responses indicating willingness to undertake the task, eliciting responses indicating the application of a previously comprehended abstraction to solve a problem, eliciting responses which evidence divergent thinking, and eliciting responses indicating valuing behavior (according to the 3.0 level of TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES—AFFECTIVE DOMAIN). (This document and SP 002 155–SP 002 180 comprise the appendixes for the ComField Model Teacher Education Program Specifications in SP 002 154.) (Author/SG)
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Description of Model Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transmits message (to)</td>
<td>The means chosen by the Instructional Manager must be appropriate in terms of (a) kind of message (b) principles of learning (c) learner characteristics (d) media (e) environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receives and interprets or reinterprets</td>
<td>Depending upon the kind of message communicated, pupils will differ in their interpretation of it, i.e., although they have equal access to the message, their perceptions of what is required of them differ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reacts by responding</td>
<td>The reactions by pupils to a message received constitutes a set of overt and/or covert responses which may or may not meet the criterion of acceptable performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>provides feedback and evaluates</td>
<td>Both the kinds of responses in terms of the task objective and the extent to which the class of pupils is sampled for responses serve as a basis upon which the Instructional Manager evaluates the performance of that objective.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communication Process Model

The model described below illustrates one way in which the process of communication between the Instructional Manager and the pupils may be conceptualized. The model as structured:

a. permits the communication of any content variable (message) to the pupils
b. identifies, describes and arranges in sequence the components making up the total communication process thereby aiding the Instructional Manager in the planning and execution of any interaction task involving communication.

c. allows for revision of the communication strategy

Instructional Manager transmits message (to) pupil (who)

Instructional Manager evaluates provides feedback receives and interprets (then)

Instructional Manager redefines retransmits message (to) reacts by responding pupil (who)

Instructional Manager provides feedback receives and reinterprets then reacts by responding pupil (who)

Instructional Manager redefines mutual perception of message provides feedback (by teacher and pupils)

Instructional Manager redefines mutual perception of task

If responses indicate that the criterion of acceptable performance is not met, the Instructional Manager may redefine the message and/or the mode of transmitting it.

The criterion of acceptable pupil behavior will be met when the Instructional Manager judges that misunderstanding as to required performance expected has been minimized.
F. COUNSELING Activities To Allow I.H. To Perceive Purpose
The system model detailed in the chart on the preceding page describes all of the six interaction tasks. This task (or any one of the tasks) is composed of four components, or sub-systems. These are, in sequence:

SELECTION SUBSYSTEM
PLANNING SUBSYSTEM
CRITERION TASK SUBSYSTEM
REMEDICATION SUBSYSTEM

THE CRITERION SUBSYSTEM IF REPLICATED

A component or subsystem not in sequence, which the Instructional Manager may enter anywhere from within these components is:

COUNSELING SUBSYSTEM

The subcomponents making up the total model are encoded as follows:

denotes statement of task objective (one of the six interaction tasks)

denotes some kind of activity towards the task objective, undertaken by the Instructional Manager

denotes evaluation of some kind of activity of the Instructional Manager. It may be undertaken by any or all of: self, supervising staff, peers, pupils
denotes video taped criterion task performed by the Instructional Manager in accord with the statement of the task objective.

denotes the most probable sequence of the sub-components that the Instructional Manager follows.

denotes diagnosis and/or assessment of entering behavior of the Instructional Manager.

denotes optional bypassing of the Instructional Manager within the task or recycling the Instructional Manager within the task, to previous tasks or to the parallel task F.
TASK #1

Description of Task

The Instructional Manager will communicate to pupils some bit of new information, to ensure knowledge of and/or comprehension of that bit of information, or (Alternative Task Description) The Instructional Manager will communicate or demonstrate to pupils a specific psychomotor skill to allow for the practice of that skill.

The Instructional Manager would submit a written statement of the bit and the appended criteria chosen to at least one other peer.
The Instructional Manager optionally required to revise the statement and resubmit or review previous task systems.

The Instructional Manager optionally required to enter counseling subsystem.

Instructional Manager's formulation of task objective meets standards set by criteria.

The Instructional Manager will devise and write a strategy for communication to the pupils of the bit of information (Alt.) specific psychomotor skill) selected. The plan of the strategy should be patterned after the Communication Process Model (appended). Criteria include descriptions of (a) means of transmitting the bit (alternatively, skill) (cf Communication Model: transmits message) (b) means of eliciting frequent pupil responses indicating comprehension of bit (alternatively, practicum of skill) (c) means of reinforcing appropriate responses and extinguishing inappropriate responses (cf Communication Model: feedback). An additional strategy, parallel in structure to the first, would be required of the Instructional Manager. It would either be a variation in part of the first, or entirely different. Its purpose is to provide the means whereby the Instructional Manager restructures the communication of the information (cf Communication Model - redefines).
Both strategies would be evaluated by staff in terms of the criteria stated.

The Instructional Manager may optionally be required to revise written plans if any of: media selection, transmission mode, elicitation of responses, reinforcement or restructuring is inappropriate.

As above.

Instructional Manager may optionally view video taped or filmed performance of task objective by model to identify and compare components of performance to his criteria before attempting criterion task.
Instructional Manager will perform task by microteaching (video taped) to pupils.

Criterion task (video taped) evaluated in conference by staff according to criteria stated in planning.

Instructional Manager recycled into selection or planning components, or to previous systems.
Instructional Manager enters parallel subsystem component COUNSELING if consensus is that failure to communicate information is interpersonal rather than meeting criteria.

Instructional Manager required to reteach if and only if a component of performance is below criterion level.

Criterion task meets performance standards set by criteria. Instructional Manager proceeds to next task.

Instructional Manager proceeds to REMEDIATION subsystem.
Instructional Manager revises strategy of communication as a result of the evaluation of the microteaching performance.

Optional bypassing of the above activity.

Instructional manager reviews alternate video taped or filmed performance of task objective by model or peer to identify and compare components of performance to set of criteria before attempting criterion task. Instructional Manager then tests revised plan and demonstrates to peers (mirror teach). Peers evaluate. Instructional Manager revises plans.

Evaluation of the revised plan by staff in conference with the Instructional Manager

Recycling Instructional Manager to either or both alternate activities.

As above.
Instructional Manager proceeds to CRITERION TASK subsystem

Instructional Manager will perform task by micro-teaching (video taped) to new set of pupils.

Video taped criterion task evaluated by staff, self and pupils in terms of performance criteria.

Recycle of Instructional Manager to previous subsystem of REMEDIATION

As above.

Criterion task meets performance standards set by criteria. Instructional Manager proceeds to next task objective.

Next task objective.
The Instructional Manager will be required to communicate a specific learning task to pupils (Task #2) in order to elicit responses indicating willingness of pupils to undertake the task. (Low Level Affective Responding)

The Instructional Manager will repeat task #1 in part, by (a) selecting an objective whose component of communication is likely to satisfy this task objective, (b) optionally replicating the selection and planning subsystem of that task.

Staff evaluation of (a) and/or (b)

Instructional Manager enters subsystem COUNSELING
The Instructional Manager will describe, in writing, a way to elicit frequent pupil responses indicating willingness to undertake the task. One such way would be justifying task in terms of pupil needs. An alternate way would be stated by the Instructional Manager to allow redundancy in eliciting responses.

Both ways would be evaluated by staff in terms of appropriateness to component of communication.
The Instructional Manager may optionally be required to devise more appropriate ways of eliciting pupil responses.

Instructional Manager enters parallel subsystem component COUNSELING if fails to comprehend significance of task requirement.

The Instructional Manager may optionally be required to view filmed performance of task objective by model, or to undertake tasks, for example, prescribed by Vinicet film loop. The perceived purpose is either to acquire novel ways of eliciting frequent pupil responses or to compare ways against his criteria before attempting criterion task.
Instructional Manager will perform task by microteaching (video taped) to pupils.

Criterion task (video taped) evaluated in conference by staff according to criteria stated in planning.

Instructional Manager recycled into selection or planning components, or to previous systems.

Instructional Manager enters subsystem component COUNSELING if consensus is that failure to elicit appropriate responses is intrapersonal rather than meeting criteria.

Instructional Manager required to reteach if and only if a component of performance is below criterion level.

Criterion task meets performance standards set by criteria. Instructional Manager proceeds to next task.
Instructional Manager proceeds to REMEDIATION subsystem.

Instructional Manager revises way of eliciting frequent pupil responses as a result of the evaluation of the microteaching performance.

Optional bypassing of the above activity.

Instructional Manager reviews alternate video taped or filmed performance of task objective by model or peer to identify and/or compare task components of performance to set of criteria. The Instructional Manager then tests revised plans and demonstrates to peers. (mirror teach) Peers evaluate and the Instructional Manager revises as required.

Evaluation of the revised plan by staff in conference with the Instructional Manager.

Recycling Instructional Manager to either or both alternate activities.

As above
Instructional Manager proceeds to CRITERION TASK subsystem.

Instructional Manager will perform task by microteaching (video taped) to new set of pupils.

Video taped criterion task evaluated by staff, self, and pupils in terms of performance criteria.

Recycle of Instructional Manager to previous subsystem of REMEDIATION.

As above.

Criterion task meets performance standards set by criteria. Instructional Manager proceeds to next task objective.

Next task objective.
Elicit responses from pupils indicating the application of a previously comprehended abstraction* to the solution of a problem situation.

Note: (a) Where peer evaluation is indicated - one other is sufficient.
(b) *The abstraction could be a rule, procedural method, theorem, definition, principle, lemma, concept, theory, law, generalization...

**Activity I** Select an objective from Objectives Task #4 at 3.0 level (application). Identify the abstraction to be communicated to pupils, observing criteria A - (a), (b) of tentative outline. Record objective and abstraction on Subtask Sheet.

**Activity II** Devise a problem situation wherein the abstraction is to be applied, thereby obtaining a solution. See Bloom's Taxonomy p. 125 for possible formats. Problem situation should satisfy criteria B-(a). Record on Subtask Sheet.

(a) peer eval. of abstraction and Problem Situation - above criteria, also appropriate in terms of comprehension (2.0) probable solution

**Activity III** Write a communication strategy as for Task #1 (abstract. = "bit"). Record on Abstraction Sheet.
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Activity IV Repeat Activity III (problem situation = "bit") Record on Problem Sheet

Activity V Devise and describe possible means (question, hints, cues) that would be used to elicit pupil responses indicating that they are applying or demonstrating the abstraction to the given problem situation. Note D (5), (6) Tentative Outline. Record on Response Sheet.

(a) peer eval. criteria: will means used elicit appropriate responding behavior?

Activity VI Write a sequential plan for micro teaching the Objective of Task #3-description. Record on Micro Teaching Plan Sheet.

Staff Eval.

Criterion Task Micro teach task objective - V.T.R.

staff student conference

NEXT TASK 242
INTERACTION TASK #4

Elicit responses from pupils indicating evidence of divergent thinking.

Note: (a) Where peer evaluation is indicated - one other is sufficient.

Activity I Refer to Task #2. (Tentative)
Describe in own words characteristics of "Divergent Thinking" - Student may elect to contrast with "Convergent Thinking." Record under Activity I

(a) peer eval.

Activity II List criteria, which if met, would be acceptable evidence of the presence of "Divergent Thinking" *Note - the criteria of multiplicity of responses - both inter and intra student.

Revise peer eval.

Activity III View V.T.R's, films, Write answers to study questions under "Activity III."

Review film or V.T.R. self eval. by-pass to Activity V
Activity IV Devise a controversial question, or problem (sec, politics, religion) that would (a) be appropriate to peer level (b) elicit divergent responses from peers. Present (in simulated micro-teaching situation) question or problem orally to peer(s) and provide sufficient cues to promote divergent responses. Record question, cues, responses under Activity IV.

(a) joint eval. in terms of criteria

Activity V Write an objective (Task IV, V?) in your own field, that when communicated to pupils, would elicit responses indicative of divergent thinking. Record under Activity V.

(a) objective appropriate to grade? meet criteria of Act. II?

Activity VI Write a communication strategy and alternate as for Task #19 (Objective=bit). Include in both strategies, cues (questions, challenges, refutations?) which will promote divergent responses. Record under Activity VI.
Activity VII Write (modify criteria of Activity II if necessary) criteria indicative of acceptable performance standard in terms of student response for your particular objective. Record on Act. VII.

Activity VIII Using Activities V, VI, VII, write a sequential plan for micro teaching (max. 10 min.) the objective of Task #4 Description. Record on Micro Teaching Plan sheet.

staff eval.

Criterion Task Micro teach task objective - V.T.R.

Staff student conference

NEXT TASK
INTERACTION TASK #5

Elicit responses from pupils indicating VALUING (behavior) within the 3.0 level of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives -- Affective Domain.

1. Using Objectives Task #5, and/or Krathwohl pp. 139-153, list criteria in terms of both (a) verbal (b) non-verbal, responses that you would accept as indicative of Valuing Behavior (3.0) irrespective of any specific task objective.

   Note Since the affective behaviors are hierarchical, you may include responses at levels 4.1 and above. (See in particular, Task #5 - Figure 1, "is willing to induce others to try," etc.) Clearly a pupil demonstrating "soap-box" behavior (4.2) has, in fact, shown Valuing Behavior (3.0) thereby satisfying the task description.

2. Select either a Task #5 objective or appropriate alternative, in your field, satisfying Task #5 description.*

   * Probably the cognitive part of the objective should be based upon knowledge which the pupil already possesses. The task then, within 10 minutes, would be to get the pupil to express some valuing behavior toward this knowledge.

3. Select the criteria from 1. that would be appropriate to the Objective you selected in 2.

4. Write at least one strategy for communicating the cognitive part of the task objective satisfying the following criteria. The strategy should:

   (a) parallel Task #1 description (Activities II, III, IV, V)

   (b) include verbal cues that elicit responses sequentially at the 1.0 and 2.0 levels of the Taxonomy. (See Task 5 or Krathwohl pp. 112-115, and pp. 130-132, for example.

   Note: Responding at 1.0 and 2.0 levels is similar to Task #18 and 19 descriptions.

   (c) force responses indicating Valuing Behavior or equivalently make a pupil "take a stand" on the task issue.
INTERACTION TASK #5 (CONT.)

(d) (Optional) include appropriate cues at 4.1 or above level.

5. Write a sequential plan for micro teaching the task objective (max. 12 min.)